PRESS RELEASE

Nobi Talai Spring & Summer 2016 by CATRICE

This morning, Nobi Talai presented the Spring & Summer Collection
impressive location of the Kronprinzenpalais as part of the Berliner
(Berlin Fashion Salon). All models received a professional make-up
CATRICE products for the show. Loni Baur as Head of Make-up
trendsetting beauty look in collaboration with CATRICE.
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Just like the new collection, the beauty look thrives on its exciting duality: perfectly
aligned shades create a soft colour gradient. The complexion is smooth and perfectly
contoured while the brows provide the face with a perfect frame - clean, cool and
contemporary.
Here is the step-by-step guide:
Step 1: First, cleanse the skin thoroughly. Apply a thin layer of the Nude Illusion
Make up and blend with the Camouflage Cream. This conceals irregularities, redness
as well as light circles under the eyes for a flawless, fresh and clear complexion.

Step 2: The eyebrows are visibly thickened with the help of the Longlasting Brow
Definer, and irregularities are evened out. Accurate lines ensure perfectly defined
brows.

Step 3: Two eyeshadows are applied on the moveable part of the eyelid. Combine
the Absolute Eye Colour 790 I Wear My Plum Glasses At Night and Absolute Eye
Colour 750 New In Brown and then blend upwards for a gorgeous, gradually fading
colour gradient.

Step 4: Trace the Longlasting Eye Pencl Waterproof 040 Karate With Bronze Lee
along the upper lash line.

Step 5: Give your lashes a natural shape with the help of the Lash Brow Designer
Shaping And Conditioning Mascara Gel 010.

Setp 6: Contour the cheeks with the dark shade of the Prime & Fine Professional
Contouring Palette 010 Ashy Radiance and then add natural accents with the
Defining Blush 035 Robin Wood.

Step 7: For a light shimmer, apply the highlighter from the Contouring Palette used
in Step 6 on the cheekbone and set it in place with the Highlighting Powder 010
Stardust.

Step 8: To create a soft colour gradient on the lips, first apply the Ultimate Colour
Lip Colour 380 Nude-Tastic on the outer lip contour. Next, combine the Ultimate
Stay Lipstick 150 Chocolate Kiss and Ultimate Stay Lipstick 070 Plum & Base and
blend outwards from the centre of the lips. Depending on the natural colour of your
lips, use the Ultimate Stay Lip Liner 040 Love The Way You Plum to outline your lips.

Step 9: Paint your nails with the golden Ultimate Nail Lacquer 24 The
GlamoureXFactor and apply the Silk Matt Top Coat on top for a matt finish.

The product images for this look can be downloaded here:
www.cosnova-mediabox.com
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